
Diyarbakır Medical Team Info 

The specialties that were particularly requested were: 

 primary care (family medicine, pediatrics, internal medicine) - for initial diagnoses and 

interventions.  

 Obstetrics/gynecology. 

 

The camp has a clinic facility that includes an exam room, a treatment room, a two-bed patient 

room, and a pharmacy/supply room. (see photos below). 

Concerning supplies and equipment, the table below provides a general idea.   

Medical Supplies - Diyarbakır Yezidi Camp   

English Turkçe Yes No 
Limited 
Amount Notes 

sterile gloves steril eldivan   x  

surgical masks maske  x   

Blood pressure cuff tansiyon aleti x   
the one there is 
not digital 

Thermometer 
derecelik 
ölçüsü  x   

Otoscope   x   

Tongue compressors    x  

Alcohol wipes    x  

Antibiotic ointment 
antibiotik 
merhem  x   

Sterile Bandages steril gazlı bez x    

Gauze pads    x  

Q-Tips 
pamuklu 
çubuk 

 
x   

Sterile disposable scalpels    x  

Sterile gauze packing    x  

Bottle of Betadine Tanturyot? x    

sterile forceps, hemostat, scissors forseps x    

a goose-necked lamp or some similar light 
source  

 
x 

 
 

vaginal speculae   x   

lubricating jelly (e.g., KY jelly)   x   

"dip-sticks" to check for infection, sugar, 
blood, etc  x 

  
 

sterile cups to collect urine and pre-
packaged little "clean wipes"   x 

 
 

 



Concerning medicine, any that can be brought would be appreciated.  There is a good supply of 

medicine currently at the camp. 

We will provide translators with an adequate understanding of medical English. We have been 

told that there are bilingual Kurdish-English speakers at the camp who can help. If these are not 

available, we can manage with three-way translation: English to Turkish and then Turkish to 

Kurdish.  

We will provide accommodations for the doctors.  We are currently working out the details on 

this. 

The security situation there is good. The belediye (local government) is in charge of the camp, 

and is requesting the medical help.  We have visited the camp; it is secure and quite far away 

(almost 100 miles) from the Syrian border. We expect the doctors to enter on a tourist visa.  
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